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“ONLY WHERE CHILDREN GATHER IS THERE ANY REAL CHANCE OF FUN” 

 

Dear Parents and Grandparents 

We hope you all had a good week? 

Monday: The children had the task today of packing their suitcase (A craft one). 

      

 A teacher explained and demonstrated to the children what to do. 

 Olivia pointed to Minnie Mouse and said “Show mummy Minnie Mouse” and she waved “bye 

bye” whilst carrying her suitcase. 

  Isaac said “shoes”, train, Minnie Mouse”  

 Noam said “bags” and Odelia packed her “shoes”  

   

GREAT JOB CHILDREN, YOU’RE ALL PACKED AND READY TO GO! 

Tuesday: In our Tasty Tuesday session the children baked feet shaped cookies. We explained to the 
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children and demonstrated how they will be making the cookies. Olivia was able to identify all the 

ingredients “flour, water, oil.” Jesse said “water, flour, blue cup” and Yair pointed to the “water.” They all 

enjoyed mixing the ingredients all together and then with adult support cut the dough into feet shape! 

WELL DONE CHILDREN! 

    

Wednesday: Four Wise Wednesday activity our toddlers took part in a swirling coloured milk science 

experiment. Our older toddlers used their pouring skills and concentrated really well whilst pouring the  

   

milk into the plastic plate. Our younger toddlers used pipettes to put the milk inside the plate using their 

hand eye coordination with support. The children used different food colouring to see the finishing effect. 

WELL DONE CHILDREN!  

   

Thursday: To celebrate Remembrance Sunday, the children created their individual poppy using green 

pop stick, bright red paint and soft sponges. They used the sponges to dab the red paint onto the poppies  
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and also use the green pop sticks as the stem. They made the poppies to remember the soldiers who 

fought for England a long time ago. WELL DONE TODDLERS! 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wishing all our toddlers and their families a lovely weekend and good Shabbos! 

The TLC Toddler Room Team 

 

GALLERY EXTRA 

  

Friday: Today our little Shabbos parents are Aviya and Uzi 

   


